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The Lummi Island Ferry has been operating across Hales Pass since the early 1900s. 
Originally the ferry was operated by the Lummi Island Ferry Company, a division of the 
local Carlyle Packing Company who owned the largest Salmon cannery and was the 
largest private property owner on the island.  

At different times, ferries varied from barges towed and pushed by powered 
launches, to steam powered ferry boats. Docks were minimal. Lummi Navigation Co. 
another Carlyle subsidiary, also operated both steam and petroleum powered passenger and 
freight boats from the island’s west side docks on seasonally dependant schedules. 

In 1924 LIFC sold the Hales Pass route to Whatcom County. In time, the County 
replaced the docks, leaving the Mainland dock at its current location, moving the Island 
dock to slightly to the North of where it is now. In 1927, the county replaced the LIFC’s, 
wood fired, steam powered, ferry Central with the newly built diesel powered, wooden six-
(6) car ferry Chief Kwina. The Kwina was later joined by the, used diesel powered wooden 
six-(6) car ferry Acorn, leased from Bob Granger, as a backup and overload vessel.  

In the early 1960s, it became apparent that the aging wooden ferries were no longer 
adequate for the island. As a result, in 1962, the County built the current ferry the steel, 
double-ended, dual diesel powered Whatcom Chief. The Acorn was sold by its owner, and 
the Chief Kwina was retained as a spare boat until 1970 when it was sold. 

Originally the Whatcom Chief had a projected capacity of 16 cars. Over the years 
the load has averaged about 20 cars which is very close to the Washington State Ferry 
System target load of one car per 18 feet of vessel length multiplied by the number of car 
lanes.  The W. Chief can make a maximum three trips per hour, for 60 cars/300 passenger 
per hour average maximum in one direction. 

In historical perspective, the Whatcom Chief has been one of the most reliable car 
and passenger ferries ever built. Since 1970 it has operated without backup almost 
flawlessly, with less then 20 complete breakdowns; almost all were repaired within a few 
hours, at worst a few days. Its early career was marred by consistent engine problems due 
to the originally installed large Waukesha diesel engines not being able to handle the stop 
and go cycling required by this run. Even so, the ferry never missed a trip; it simply 
operated on one engine, like its predecessors, a procedure no longer allowed by the Coast 
Guard. When the early engines were in full tune the performance of the vessel was 
magnificent, its acceleration was awesome and it could perform an emergency stop in less 
than its length.  Installation of a later set of Waukesha’s, a set of Komatsu’s, former and  
current sets of Caterpillar’s, remedied the engine problem almost completely, although the 
ferry has never again had the performance as it did with the original set of Waukesha’s 

As time passes, it has again become apparent that the Whatcom Chief has become 
dated with increasing age related maintenance problems, metal deterioration and a tenuous 
ability to handle the increased ferry traffic, especially during the peak seasonal demand. 

In the late 1970s the county, tired of the maintenance of the long wooden island 
dock, moved the island terminus to a fill slightly to the south. The originally installed 
rotary screw ramp lifting apparatus failed repeatedly and was replaced by a conventional 
cable/counterbalance setup which has performed well. In 2007 the county expanded the 
island parking with the addition of a two acre parking lot.        
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In late September of 2009, it was announced that Lummi Nation, who owns the shore-
lands the mainland dock is upon, would no longer be renewing the lease for the mainland 
terminus. This caught most of the Islanders by surprise as we believed this to be secure for 
at least 25 more years.  

I will not go into the specifics of the dock lease, it is a legal matter for others to 
bring light upon. The purpose of this document is to explain the logistical situation 
confronting us and the possible solutions to this problem.  
 
Givens: 
 
1. Whatcom County owns the island terminus. It can stay where it is. 
2. The Lummi Nation wants the ferry service to cease at the existing mainland terminus. 

A. The dock and mechanism of the current mainland dock become property of the 
Lummi Nation upon cessation of the ferry service, as specified by the current lease. 

3. The current ferry, the Whatcom Chief is small and showing age. 
A. Current capacity of the W. Chief is about 20 cars/ 100 passengers for the current 
short run. Maximum bulk capacity of the ferry at current schedule of 39 trips, per 
weekday, is 780 cars per day. 
B. It is likely that the car capacity would have to be reduced if the run was 
substantially lengthened, specifically to Bellingham. A maximum16 car capacity is 
the car load that has been mentioned. 
C. Average continuous speed of the W. Chief. is 10-11 Nauts- 11.5-12.66 mph. 
D. Since the county has no other ferry, the W. Chief will be used as the basis for 
customer load calculations. 
E. With the possible acquisition of another larger vessel, the W. Chief would be 
kept as a reserve vessel for dry dock periods, fuel runs, and emergencies.    

4. Capacities herein are expressed in one-direction passage, one way capacity per hour and 
one way passages per day.  
5. No entity, governmental or private wants to confront this situation. 
6. The basis for this document is the more detailed attached spreadsheet charts.    
 
Moving the Mainland Terminus. 
 
The Lummi Nation is set to enforce the cessation of the ferry landing at the current 
location in February 2010. While an interim agreement may be made for a maximum five 
(5) year accommodation, they are intent on having the terminus moved to somewhere else. 

There appear to be two other leading possibilities for mainland terminus for the 
ferry, the Bellingham Cruise Terminal in Fairhaven, and a new facility on Neptune Beach, 
just south of the Conoco Phillips (ex Mobil) Refinery Dock.    It seems the county is 
favoring the Fairhaven location.  

Considering the givens, I will pursue this on a purely logistical basis. There will be 
no weight applied for politics, personal preferences, or social engineering. 
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1. The ten (10) nautical mile route to Fairhaven is known for changeable inclement 
weather, rough seas and general uncomfortable crossings, especially in the area of Eliza 
Island and Point Francis (Portage Island). In this kind of weather, a schedule could not be 
maintained, and many trips would have to be cancelled, some times for days at a time.  The 
W. Chief, in addition to all its current issues, was never built for this kind of transit.  
4. The Alaska Ferry uses the Fairhaven terminal at least once a week for a minimum of 
eight (8) hours on Friday, and a second midweek passage in season. During these times 
there can be no island ferry landings.  
3. Measured transit times, for the W. Chief on a good weather day is 50 minutes, as 
announced by the County, from the Fairhaven terminal to the island dock. Therefore the 
minimum round trip cycle time is 2 1/4 hours or 1 1/8 hour per one way passage, which I 
will use in my calculations. 
4.  Maximum load per one way passage of the W. Chief to Fairhaven is 16 cars, 100 
passengers or a bulk figure of 7 cars/44 passengers per hour averaged over a day. Compare 
this to current maximum one direction passage of 60 cars/300 passengers per hour. 
Maximum capacity on non Alaska Ferry days would be 128 cars per day. Adverse weather 
could result in ferry passage times to double, halving per hour and per day ridership.  
5. This load capacity is too small for the average load capacity overall, not withstanding 
increased loads at commute times and seasonal. Further, two trips of the school children 
per day would likely eliminate most other passengers at those times.   
6..It will be impossible to achieve an acceptable transit time to Ferndale for the island 
students, therefore a change of school districts to Bellingham would be warranted, with all 
the attendant issues. 
7.  To get to current peak load passage, with no capacity for future expansion, of 60 Cars 
per hour, a minimum 120 car Ferry would have to be procured.  

A. A new 35 car Ferry was proposed for the Island route several years ago. Its 
construction was not authorized due to a number of issues, design, load capacity, 
cost, etc. Its 35 car per hour passage is still too small, and would not be adequate in 
bad weather, resultant deceases in transit time would be similar to the W. Chief. 
Projected maximum capacity would be 26 cars per trip, 315 cars per day at 75% 
load as projected per the W. Chief in its current location.  
B. A 54 car ferry the size of Pierce County’s Christine Anderson is still too small to 
handle the load. By changing rider patterns it might do for a short time, however, it 
would have no room for growth and would be suspect in its storm handling 
abilities. Considering this size of ferry has a very small  speed increase over the W. 
Chief, best peak load capacity would drop to 27 cars per hour, less than ½ of 
today’s capacity, and bulk load capacity of 486 cars per day with all runs full. 
C. A proper sized ferry to run to Fairhaven from the island would be something like 
the modified Island Home Design now being built for the Washington State Ferry 
System, Port Townsend/Keystone route. Capacity is 64 cars, speed 14 nauts, cycle 
rate of one round trip in two hours, one passage per hour, perhaps marginally faster. 
This size would handle the weather. The bid let by the State, in early October 2009 
was 114 Million for two (2) or 57 million a vessel. They will have a minimum crew 
of eight (8) and are projected to use 1100-1200 gallons of fuel per day. 
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D. There are no used ferries, on the West coast, available-for-purchase that are in 
license that would adequately handle this passage. The only out-of-service ferries 
that might be refurbished are the 1937 former state ferry Olympic, which would 
need repowering and extensive refurbishment costing about 10 million dollars to 
return it to service and the 1935 streamlined ferry Kalakala which would require at 
least 20 million to refurbish. Due to the abrupt loss of the four (4) Washington 
State Steel Electric class state ferries in November 2007, the 34+ car ferry Hiyu, 
which was previously available, is in service by the state, and will likely be 
unavailable for two more years. Similar in size to the proposed, not built, 35 car 
ferry, it too is too small for the Fairhaven run. .  
 

Neptune Beach Alternative.   
 

1. The county has access to deep water at this location, near the end of the Slater Road 
for a dock  

2. The county would have to build a new dock, queue area, parking lot and other 
property improvements. 

3. Auto mileage from the current ferry dock to the corner of Haxton Way and Slater 
Rd. is 6.7 mile, approximately, from the end of Slater Rd. to the same intersection 
is approximately 4.7 miles, some less auto transit times would result. 

4. The 6.5 nautical mile trip to Neptune Beach is fairly protected with usual 
North/South wind directions. A 1.5 hour roundtrip, 45 minute per passage schedule 
could be maintained with the W. Chief. Due to the shorter nature of the trip current 
deck load ratings could likely be maintained for a load capacity of 15 cars/75 
people per hour versus the current 60 car/300 people per hour. The W. Chief and 
other similar sized ferries could easily handle this trip, in most weather. 

A. Either the never built 35 car ferry or the future available Hiyu would result 
in a per passage load of about 26 cars per hour, again versus the 60 car 
current rate. These ferries would simply be a stop gap on the current run.  

B. The 54 car Christine Anderson sized ferry would be the minimum size 
acceptable for this run. Its bulk capacity would be 36 cars per hour or 648 
cars per day at current trip levels. Most days it would handle the traffic, on 
extreme peak days, the, then reserve, W. Chief could be brought on to run 
in tandem as the two vessels are of similar trip cycle speed. The used ferry 
Hiyu might be able to be rebuilt and lengthened to match this carrying 
capacity as it has a very tough, well-built and seaworthy hull. 

C. Considering future growth, a ferry the size of the 64 car Island Home design 
would be the best for this route.    

Of the two routes, the Neptune Beach route is the preferable choice. The reserve W. Chief 
could then serve the community in interim situations and on dry-dock times with planned 
temporary changes in ridership patterns. Unless a much larger ferry is procured, the 
Fairhaven route is simply impractical as it will not begin to serve the existing population 
and will have less than no room for inevitable growth. 

Jim Dickinson,         Lifelong 59 year Lummi Island Resident, Commercial 
Fisherman and Vessel Operator since age 11.   


